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Sponsored by the U.S. Geological Survey Contract No. 14-08-0001-18330 Goals 1. To support the data collection and processing activities of the CEDAR (Caltech Earthquake Detection And Recording) system and CROSS (Caltech Remote Observatory Support System) Results
CEDAR
CEDAR operations, originally developed and supported by this contract and its predecessors (contracts # 14-08-0001-16629,17642) , is now an element of the joint USGS-Caltech SCARLET system (Southern California Array for Research on Local Earthquakes and Teleseisms). As such its product is a component of the results produced by the contract "Southern California Seismic Arrays", contract # 14-08-0001-16719. The result of this effort will be reported on for the latter contract (16719).
CROSS
This contract supplies continuing operational support for CROSS developed under the predecessor contracts (given above). During this reporting period, three sites have been abondoned (Buck Canyon -Clark, Valyermo -Clark, Valyermo -Lamar/Merifield), two are temporarily out of service (Bouquet Resevoir -Teng, Caltech Campus -Ahrens), and one site added (Riverside -Teng). They are as follows:
